indicates that accuracy dependsnot only on the product of wave number and grid size (related to resolution), but alsoon product of other powersof thesequantities.
In this work weapply generalizations of the definition of the derivativeand of Pad_approximation, to finite differencestencilsfor the Hehnholtz equation in order to obtain improved dispersionbehavior. Contrary to HODIE methods,the coefficientsare obtainedexplicitly. Multi-dimensional inhomogeneousproblemswith variable, possiblydiscontinuous,coefficientsare considered, accountingfor the effectsof employing non-uniform grids. Several finite differencestencils in one and two dimensionsare presentedin Sec.2. The analysis of the numerical methods gradually builds up to the general case. Performanceof the various formulations for homogeneous problems with constant coefficientson uniform grids is examinedby dispersionanalysis in Sec. 3. This tool is employedto define the resolution-dependent parameter for improved performance. In Sec.4 the effect of the direction of wave propagation relative to grid lines is accountedfor. The effectsof non-uniform grids and discontinuitiesin physicalproperties are investigated in Sec.5. Standard finite differencemethods are often not well-suited for interface problems(see,e.g., [10,pp. 17-21]). However,appropriate representation preservesthe order of accuracyof the continuous-coefficient, and evenconstant-coefficient case.(Issuesrelated to curvedinterfaces,as well as curveddomain boundariesare not treated herein.) The resultsof theseanalysesare corroborated by meansof local truncation error analysisin Sec.6, accounting also for the effects of sourceterms. Numerical testing of these stencilswill be performed in future work.
Discrete Formulations
The Helmholtz equation is
where k = W/Co is the wave number, w is the angular frequency and Co is the speed of sound, and f is a given source distribution. 
where h-and h + are the grid size before and after point j, respectively. For a discontinuity in physical properties at point j the stencil becomes
where k-and k + are the wave numbers before and after point j, respec- 
where/3 + = fl(k*h+).
Two dimensions
Consider a two-dimensional uniform grid of size h with points at xi = ih and yj = jh. For simplicity we consider the homogeneous case.
A typical starting point is the five-point representation
which is the two-dimensional analog of (3). Non-uniform grids and material discontinuities may be accounted for by generalizations of (4) and (5).
The two-dimensional counterpart of the idea that leads to (6), obtained by employing bilinear finite elements, is a nine-point representation (17) is 
where ( h2 ) 
Other values for 7 lead to other alternatives. selecting 7 = 2/5, which leads to the stencil In Sec. 4 it is seen that ( h2 )
On the other hand, reducing sensitivity of the scheme to direction of propagation is attained by the choice of 7 = 14/5, which yields the stencil k2 _(7(}i+l,j+l + 16_bi+l,j + 16¢i,j+1 + 7¢i+1,j-1 + 26_¢i,j+ (28)
All these alternatives reduce to (HO) in one dimension. On a uniform grid in one dimensiona numericalsolution in the form of a plane waveis Cj = exp(ikhh)j
PT For point j the pointwise representation (3) of the plane wave solution yields
leading to the dispersion relation
In one dimension the number of grid points in a wave is
The discrete solution represents propagation in the range kh < 2 which corresponds to a limit of approximately three grid points per wavelength. Within this range the numerical phase velocity is thus
and the numerical group velocity is
Both are slower than the speed of sound in the material Co.
WA Similarly, for the weighted-average representation (6) the dispersion relation is 
Both are slower than tile speed of sound in the material. The power series expansion of the dispersion relation Tile ratio between numerical dispersion along grid lines and along cell diagonals is shown in Fig. 3 . By design, the stencil with "y = 1,'1/5 is the least anisotropic in the range of at least four grid points per wavelength. This is corroborated by the polar plots in Fig. 4 
where the dispersion error is represented by the numerical wave numbers /_ "h+ =/ch(kh +), and the transmission error is represented by O0. In particular
PT The pointwise representation (4) of this solution at the origin yields 
which is valid in the range of resolution in which the higher-order formulation represents propagation (along grid lines).
EP The case that is non-dispersive in one dimension (13) may be treated similarly.
In this case the transmission is 2 sin(kh-)/h- -
where, again, the dispersion relation for the pointwise representation (35) is employed. Thus
WA Similarly, the weighted-average representation(9) of the solution (56) at the origin leadsto
HO Transmission for the higher-order representation with tile parameter defined in (15) is
EP Tile case that is non-dispersive in one dimension (13) inay be treated similarly.
In this case the transmission is
Physical transmission depends on the ratio of the wave munbers. Numerical solutions depend on this parameter and on the ratio of resolutions.
To find out which of the two parameters significantly effects the numerical error in transmission consider the transmission error as a function of ratio of resolutions for 6 grid points per wavelength to the left of the origin. This is plotted for a ratio of the wave numbers equal to unity in Fig. 8 (top) . Increasing the ratio by one order of magnitude and by two yields the behavior shown in Fig. 9 . The difference between these plots is not significant indicating that the error depends primarily on the ratio of resolutions. The weighted-average representation (6) is similar on uniform grids
The weighted-average scheme is also second-order accurate. This order of accuracy is retained in the case of variable coefficients (7).
For the improved representations(14)
¢(xj+,)-2¢(xj) + ¢(xj_,) + k2 ¢(xj+,) + 4¢(xj) + ¢(xj_,) +
,']-
Employing the definition of/3 that leads to the high-order representation (15)
justifying its name as a higher-order scheme.
Note that if the source terms were not represented appropriately there would be second-order terms in the truncation error. The scheme that is dispersion-free in one dimension (13) has a truncation error
If the fourth derivative of the source vanishes the method becomes six-order accurate. Furthermore, the truncation error is zero when all the derivatives of the source from fourth order and higher vanish.
Non-uniform grids
In analyzing method performance on non-uniform grids a change of variables from physical space to computational space is often considered, so that the grid is uniform in the latter [19] . 
The pointwise scheme is indeed second-order accurate on uniform grids, but may drop to first order in the non-uniform case.
Whether the scheme actually drops to first order or not depends o11 tile degree of grid stretching. If
the stretching is called algebraic [19] . With algebraic stretching the pointwise scheme retains second-order accuracy. Otherwise tile accuracy drops to first order.
In contrast, for the weighted-average representation (8) ;_+h++ 9-h-(¢(xj+l) + 2_(xj))
3-h-) rections in two-dimensi0nalconfigurationsare derived on the basisof Pad6 approximation and its generalization(22). The dispersionof thesemethods (aswell as their spuriousreflection and transmission)alonggrid lines is identical to that of the higher-ordermethod basedon the generalizeddefinition of the derivative. Dispersionalonggrid diagonalsis minimized by employing = 2/5 which leadsto (27). Thesemethodsare by far lessanisotropic than all other schemes. The value of 7 = 14/5 leadsto the stencil with the lowest degreeof anisotropy (28).
In general,waveresolution(kh) shouldbekept asevenaspossiblethroughout the grid to minimize spuriousreflection and transmission. Sensitivity to thesephenomenais greateron relatively coarsegrids.
